
ALL PURPOSE TRACTION AIDS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Prod. No. Mod. No. Size Number of spikes Material
V3550270-S ALLPURPOSENG-SML S 6 100% Rubber

V3550270-M ALLPURPOSENG-MED M 6 100% Rubber

V3550270-L ALLPURPOSENG-LRG L 6 100% Rubber

V3550270-XL ALLPURPOSENG-OSD XL 6 100% Rubber

The Due North® All Purpose Traction Aids are ideal for those

who walk, run or work outdoors and require more stability and

increased traction. For an all purpose use in harsh winter

conditions, the enhanced design and improved shape of these

Traction Aids will give you the extra stability you need when

working in subzero temperatures. The increased traction will

help prevent slips and falls on ice and snow, which will help

reduce the risk of back problems, fractured bones or pulled

muscles. The compact design makes them easy to store in small

places such as, your pocket, handbag or briefcase.

"Due North® All Purpose Winter Traction were invaluable during

my walk around the world this winter. They were the 100%

correct product for the thousands of miles I covered in

treacherous icy and snowy conditions. Due North® All Purpose

Winter Traction are the best winter traction product I have ever

used!" - Rosie Swale-Pope - rosiearoundtheworld.co.uk

Warning: Due North traction aids help give you traction on ice,

snow or similar porous surfaces. However, because NO product

can completely prevent a slip or fall on slippery surfaces,

remember to exercise care when walking or running in Due

North traction aids. Caution should also be taken when moving

on any hard or polished surface such as granite or marble, on

ladders, or when driving a vehicle. Use care, as these traction

aids are sharp and may injure or damage ooring, surfaces, or

skin. Due North traction aids are not to be used for

mountaineering and/or hiking, in rocky terrain, or when the user

may encounter steep up or down slopes. Due North traction aids

are not designed or intended to be used on high heel footwear.

This product contains latex. Surefoot makes no warranties

unless expressly stated.
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